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I worked with NATIONAL GEOGRAPHIC TRAVELER for 20 years, 
launching the Society-sponsored Sustainable Tourism Initiative in 
2001. 
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During my first few years at Traveler, I came to appreciate the two faces 
of tourism. 
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Corona recovery should avoid a repeat of overtourism, seeking instead 
a mutually beneficial relationship between visitors and locals. The 
schoolgirl is welcoming ecotourists whose operator is bringing needed 
school supplies. 
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Gannet colony, Newfoundland—an ecotourism attraction. 
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As a component of travel, bird watching skews toward the affluent, creating an 
incentive to protect bird habitat. 
Source:  National Survey of Fishing, Hunting, and Wildlife-Associated 
Recreation, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and U.S. Census Bureau  



Tourism did not cause the virus, but it did speed its spread. 
Humankind’s unsustainable tendency to exploit natural resources 
without regard to consequences – such as in wildlife-packed wet 
markets and decimated rain forests – has been shown to favor the 
introduction of new viruses. 
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Global warming impacts coastal tourism and air travel, among many 
effects. 



To these hazards, add mismanaged tourism itself. 
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Thoughtless tourism development has put the famous Angkor ruins at 
risk, not only from being literally worn down by relentless foot traffic, but 
from the overbuilt hotel district in nearby Siem Reap that depletes the 
water table and destabilizes the ruins. Many World Heritage sites suffer 
similar pressures. 



 I’ll use one of the world’s most famous tourist attractions to illustrate the 
arrival of overtourism. 
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Not too long ago, Mr Scowsill, then CEO of the World Travel and Tourism 
Council, suggested that arrivals could reach 3 billion by 2050. The challenge is 
simple arithmetic: We cannot continue cramming infinitely growing numbers 
of people into finite spaces and places. 
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This definition, which we introduced in 2002 when I worked at National 
Geographic, sums up the intent of the GSTC Destination Criteria. 
“Geographical character” – sense of place – drives tourism and relies 
on numerous destination characteristics. 
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Incidentally, you may hear geologists use “geotourism” to mean 
“geological tourism”—a very narrow niche!—but one that still falls within 
the broader, geographical definition. 
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Creative entrepreneurs can add texture to the travel experience. Their 
enterprises add to “sense of place” – what most people travel for. 
Recovery from the 2020 pandemic should emphasize support for 
restarting distinctive small businesses and creating new ones to replace 
the many that will be lost. 
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Barcelona appears to have closed the Kuznets perception gap. 
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This is a popular destination on the west coast of Ireland. The Cliffs of 
Moher Geopark meets some of GSTC’s Criterion A1 for a destination 
stewardship council. But not all. 
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This gap between stewardship and governmental marketing ambitions 
is common worldwide. In County Clare the two points of view have 
since been reconciled – to an extent.  
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Kuznets won the Nobel for his work in the 1930s but became distraught 
at the way governments were embracing his tool to the exclusion of all 
other considerations. 
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Guided by revenue metrics alone, government policy often leans toward 
the “industry” side, with little regard to the stewardship side. Civic 
engagement, enlightened business, and a collaborative approach can 
change that and bridge the “Kuznets Gap”. 
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A tourism management plan is essential, yet few destinations have one.  
Corona recovery provides an excellent argument for creating one. 
One of a destination council’s first projects should be to create a 
tourism management plan with input by all stakeholders, especially the 
community. 
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Are hit-and-run selfie-stick tourists the ones we want? Sex tourists? 
Maybe not. 
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National Geographic Traveler and similar readers tended to fit the most 
suitable profile for destination compatibility. 



Economic success in tourism need not be the same as increased 
visitation.  
Fewer tourists staying longer is a better long-term business plan than 
more tourists staying briefly. Over the years it yields better economic 
benefit with a much lighter footprint—less stress on the site and on the 
patience of more valuable stay-over visitors. 
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From 2004 to 2010, National Geographic Traveler annually published the 
results of a global survey of destination stewardship by polling hundreds of 
expert panelists from different pertinent professions. 
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Panelists were asked to consider these six criteria for each destination, 
weighted according to their relative importance for that destination. Panelists 
then chose a single score on a 0 to 10 scale that best indicates the overall 
condition of the destination. (On publication, the decimal moves one space for 
readability, so an average of 6.3 becomes 63, etc.) Thus 90 would be a superb 
score. Panelists rate only those destinations with which they were personally 
familiar. On average, each destination averages about 20 panelists.Generally, a 
minimum of 10 panelists is required for publications of results 
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The core group does most of the planning, coordination, and policy-
making. A much larger pool of affiliate members can help with specific 
projects or expertise as needed. Projects and events can engage both 
residents and tourists as appropriate. 
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At National Geographic, we encouraged geotourism stewardship 
councils, committees, or an equivalent that include people who 
understand each different aspect of their locale. 
To start a holistic tourism program, they might design a marketing 
project with lots of local community participation. 

Significantly, this particular council failed, for a common reason: It 
depended on one inspired leader. When he retired, the council 
collapsed. Councils controlled by governments face a similar problem, 
often terminated when the government changes. Councils must plan to 
sustain themselves. 
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It’s important to plan long term. Councils must sustain themselves by 
arranging for multiple sources of funding. 
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Second issue rolled out in October 2020. Contact 
jonathan@destinationcenter.org to receive it or contribute an article 
proposal. 
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